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Prius Fan Noise
The following is one in a series of reflections from Micheline Maynard, a business correspondent in Detroit, on her recent switch from a Lexus
S. Because it is not a service item (i. This noise may come and go at random, and the fan speed may or may not change the. The Prius becomes
a rough riding noisy vehicle. The Honda Insight (Japanese: ホンダ・インサイト, Honda Insaito) is a hybrid electric vehicle that was manufactured
and marketed by Honda in its first generation as a two-door, two passenger liftback (1999–2006) and in its second generation as a four-door,
five passenger liftback (2009–2014). Here's how to tweak your routine. com over 32 model years. 2010 Prius cabin filter makes noise like
rattling paper - 2010 Toyota Prius. The 2011 Toyota Prius has 557 problems & defects reported by Prius owners. Call 800-298-8924 to get
Expert Service ordering a Roof Rack for your 2008 Toyota Prius. Under the Dome: Incandescence. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Toyota Prius based on all problems reported for the Prius. Another possible symptom of failure is a rattling or grinding
noise that comes from the passenger floorboard anytime the heater or A/C is active. i turn car on the fan was not going in circe. In all the
whingeing we’ve been doing about the Prius Plug-in. When combined with the stability of the suspension, you don't feel like you're going that
fast. The lithium-ion battery offers a capacity of 8. We compare design, practicality, price, features, engine, transmission, fuel consumption,
driving, safety & ownership of both models and give you our expert verdict. Latest Posts. Car overheating. Craft Curtains You’ll need to make
your own curtains that stretch behind the seats. The Passat TDI I owned was much quieter on the road than the 2009 Prius I have spent time
riding around in. Pushing the fan speed control buttons or other temperature-adjusting controls will turn the system off. Research before you



buy or lease a new Toyota car, truck, minivan, or SUV with expert ratings, in-depth reviews, and competitor comparisons of 2019-2022
models. Engine-driven fans are often regulated by a fan clutch from the drivebelt, which slips and reduces the fan speed at low temperatures.
To reduce the noise and stress in the gears, most of the gears in your car are helical. Prius Transmission generator (MG1) The small electric
motor / generator (MG1) is an AC synchronous brushless AC motor. The lithium-ion battery offers a capacity of 8. This is the first post in
Elevating Sound’s newly launched Quiet Cars section – a section that will be dedicated to covering the ins and outs of quiet motoring and the
quest to reduce cabin noise. " The volume is no. My mom says I'm wrong about the sound and that it does get louder the faster I get. Engine
Noise Problems of Toyota Prius Toyota Prius owners have reported 8 problems related to engine noise (under the engine and engine cooling
category). The $150 system offered on Japanese-market 2011 Toyota Prius hybrids emits a whirring noise, which the company says is similar
to the "synthesized sound of an electric motor. I have had passengers in the front seat ask what the noise is coming from the rear. The 2013
Toyota Prius C is underpinnings are derived from the compact Toyota Yaris' chassis, and as such the car gets a downsized Hybrid Synergy
Drive system that uses the Yaris' 1. Hi, Yota guys. The tail lamps may malfunction. Specify the 17-inch wheels and 215/45 tires (yes, 45-series
tires on a Prius), however, and watch the Prius take on a more spirited persona. As the oil breaks down after a few thousand miles it thickens,
which eliminates the noise. The fan helps keeps the radiator cool when the vehicle is not in motion. Learn more about the 2003 Toyota
4Runner. Especially with heavy bass music. The best sound absorption panels are fabric-wrapped fiberglass panels, which offer superior noise
control for a wide range of applications. Some impressions from a twenty minute test drive of a 2016 Prius Four today. Fan speed control
Climate control OFF Temperature selector Seat heaters (if equipped) Push Push Driver seat Front passenger seat Moonroof (if equipped)
Sliding operation Tilting operation Recommended open position to minimize wind noise. Southeast Toyota Distributors, LLC (SET) is the
world's largest independent distributor of Toyotas. The Prius yet has an established fan base, broad name recognition, known resale value and
reputation for durability and functionality. Plenty of room in the back - 23rd May 2018. Instead, you hear the hissing noise of the air escaping
from the bleeder valve as it’s displaced by the incoming coolant. Do not confuse deteriorated sway bar bushing noise from surrounding
suspension noises. Cooling for the Toyota Prius is done with simple air flow from a squirrel cage type fan capable of drawing about 6 amps for
ample air flow. Not only is the Prius V the most affordable seven-seat hybrid car on the market, it’s also the cheapest Toyota with seven seats.
| Find answers to your 2010 Toyota Prius question from certified mechanics and auto experts. When the strut bottoms out, the metal-to-metal
contact can cause a knocking sound that emanates from the front or rear wheels. Prius Limousine. It was rated at 124 MPGe combined, and it
held that position for three years before being dethroned in 2017 by the plug-in hybrid Prius and the all-electric Ioniq. Prius V :: 2012 - Fan
Noise Randomly Coming From Rear Of Car May 27, 2016. Though it can’t match the C’s stellar mpg, the. The third generation Prius is an all
new platform, and has sporty aspirations. Base wheels and tires are sixteen inches, up from fifteen. Model year 2012-2015 Prius Plug-in
Hybrids recalled 11/30/2017. NYC traffic. 8:1, Forged Rods, Crower Cams. Lift the vehicle with a floor jack and safely place the vehicle on a
jack stand. Due every 90,000 miles, the timing belt on the 2UZ-FE is a moderately complex procedure. It doesn't sound like a cooling fan. In
many cases, those unfamiliar noises can be a sign of trouble brewing. Honda, in fact, claims lowest-in-class levels of interior noise, even versus
the plug-in Volt. Powered with an energy-saving DC motor which means they’re stabler and there’s less chance for noise and wobble. If your
hybrid battery temps are a little hotter than they should be, or if you have a CEL for the hybrid battery fan, it's possible that your fan is clogged.
Toyota Prius fan replied to Toyota Prius fan's topic in Prius Club Hi All, the Prius spent a day at the dealer last week trying to sort out the
dashboard noise. 174k miles. Another possible symptom of failure is a rattling or grinding noise that comes from the passenger floorboard
anytime the heater or A/C is active. ' Usually can reset by turning lights off then on. Prius V :: 2012 - Fan Noise Randomly Coming From Rear
Of Car May 27, 2016. wav - waveform Interior Prius Start w beeps_some fan noise. This same issue is happening on my 2010 Prius with
250,000 miles. We must identify and treat the dominant noise source(s) to get the most sound level reduction for the least cost! Rank Ordering
of Noise Sources Case 2: Reduce 88 dB source to 78 dB Overall Sound Level: 91. Actual MPGe will vary. 8L Internal Combustion Engine
(ICE) that is not connected directly to the wheels, rather via an electric motor (MG2) and a generator/motor (MG1; smaller, with way less
torque than MG2 and much higher max rev speed). Most models have backup cameras and great trimming in the inside to ensure no wind
noise while driving. When consulting this towing capacity chart, remember that passenger weight exceeding 150 lbs. When it comes time for
liberals and hippies to buy a new car, there's only. RepairSurge covers the following production years for the Toyota Prius Prime. If your hybrid
battery temps are a little hotter than they should be, or if you have a CEL for the hybrid battery fan, it's possible that your fan is clogged. I
know it's the A/C Fan because when I turn off the A/C the sound goes away. Prius V :: 2012 - Fan Noise Randomly Coming From Rear Of
Car May 27, 2016. MY CAR WAS TURNED OFF. The noise started a few months ago, on a gray and rainy morning, but it went away
before you even pulled out of the driveway. Catalytic converter theft seems to be everywhere. If you don’t have a bleeder valve and you wish
you did, you can remove one of the small coolant lines going to the idle control valve or other small hose toward the top of the engine. Most
noticeable the battery cooling fan run permanently (non stop). We compare design, practicality, price, features, engine, transmission, fuel
consumption, driving, safety & ownership of both models and give you our expert verdict. It doesn't go fast, it's not ultra-luxurious and it.
Unfortunately, the loud noise and loss of power would be enough to take the vehicle to a certified ASE mechanic for a exhaust/muffler repair. A
flapping sound from under the hood is commonly the fan belt starting to fray. Actual MPGe will vary. We will also learn how the height of ….
The noise would get louder as you accelerate because the engine is having to work harder and would eventually the cause the engine to
overheat. Optimized fan geometry for a good balance between static pressure and maximum airflow, resulting in good performance in all usage
scenarios Aerodynamically shaped thin stator struts (including wire strut), mimicking the design commonly found on airplane wings, delivering
correct angles allowing for air to easily pass through reducing noise and. I still have no idea which one the sheep and goats helped to set.
Explore the official 2021 Toyota Prius site. The Prius has no clutch, no hydraulic coupling, no. Started intermittently at first and very short, eg. It
sounds "funny. It’s not a ticking or hard knocking noise. The blower motor starts. The Prius is an amazingly well-engineered vehicle, but like
any other car, the battery can be its Achilles' heel. fueleconomy. Replaces and restores engine cooling power components. The 2013 Toyota
Prius is a spacious, practical mid-size hatchback that will hold five people and their gear, while remaining the highest-mileage car sold without a
plug. Quiet around town (bit of wind noise on the freeway coming from the area of the side view mirrors). The company has previously used
the music from Dragon Quest and Monster Hunter in its TV. Find out why the 2013. With that in mind, this page is divided by when you hear
the whining noise, and common causes under those. With that in mind, this page is divided by when you hear the whining noise, and common
causes under those. Learn more about the 2003 Toyota 4Runner. Prius V :: 2012 - Fan Noise Randomly Coming From Rear Of Car May 27,
2016. "Fix it?""No, write an I…. The gas mileage and safety features of the Toyota Prius ensure a smooth driving experience. If your hybrid
battery temps are a little hotter than they should be, or if you have a CEL for the hybrid battery fan, it's possible that your fan is clogged. This



noise is trying to tell you there is a problem which if neglected could lead to a breakdown. As the oil breaks down after a few thousand miles it
thickens, which eliminates the noise. For fans of both hybrid vehicles as well as the Prius range as a whole, the Prius Prime offers an excellent
hatchback vehicle with electric, as well as gas-hybrid, propulsion options. Prius coolant control valve replacement costs around $300 to $700,
parts and labor. It's a steady sound, so the sound doesn't get faster. Cooling for the Toyota Prius is done with simple air flow from a squirrel
cage type fan capable of drawing about 6 amps for ample air flow. A broken or disconnected tab can keep your rear defroster from working.
Related to the lackluster Toyota Yaris, the Prius C suffers from a stiff ride, noisy cabin, slow acceleration, and cheap-looking interior trim. I
researched this and it is a common place with gen 3 Prius cars. Prius v was discontinued in 2017, making the 2017 Prius v the last model year.
This improves fuel efficiency by not wasting power on driving the fan unnecessarily. i checked and my was wobbling so i parked it. Most
noticeable the battery cooling fan run permanently (non stop). That said, you may want to consider a hybrid hatchback like the Toyota Prius or
Hyundai Ioniq if you plan to carry bulky items on a regular basis. Prius C to 30,000 a month. I researched this and it is a common place with
gen 3 Prius cars. Car advice, tips, troubleshooting, and answers to your car questions. It can take a bit of time to move the car up to speed,
and the engine makes a lot of noise trying to get there. If allowed to accumulate, over time, the fan will eventually be completely clogged,
preventing the fan from cooling the battery effectively. See full list on parts. I put my hand up to the vent and it felt as if air was being sucked in!
I continued driving and after 5-10 minutes it shut off. Do not confuse deteriorated sway bar bushing noise from surrounding suspension noises.
The MG2 drives the wheels directly at all times via an additional planetary gearing. A common joke about the solution to resolving a weird
noise coming from your car is to turn up the radio. He did it for $7. Bulb was replaced, lamp still shuts down. Most models have backup
cameras and great trimming in the inside to ensure no wind noise while driving. MY CAR WAS TURNED OFF. Fri Sep 4, 2015 4:00pm. (1)
When the oil gets low the first thing you might notice is more noise. Visit AutoZone to pick a quality Toyota Prius cabin air filter that's
specifically designed for your make and model. Find detailed gas mileage information, insurance. (1) When the oil gets low the first thing you
might notice is more noise. Sound reduction was mainly a matter of design, rather than heavy insulation. SteveJH · Registered. Failing catalytic.
Why does my car 'groan' and 'rattle' when I pre I just purchased a 2008 toyota prius with 145,000 miles on the odometer. Edmunds has
detailed price information for the Used 2014 Toyota Prius Hatchback. 2020 Prius Prime EPA-estimated 133 combined MPGe when fully
charged. Edmunds has a detailed expert review of the 2016 Toyota Prius Two Eco Hatchback. Shop Toyota Prius v vehicles for sale in
Greensboro, NC at Cars. A flapping sound from under the hood is commonly the fan belt starting to fray. From the time it was made until the
time you purchased it the computer in your car works. Why does my car 'groan' and 'rattle' when I pre I just purchased a 2008 toyota prius
with 145,000 miles on the odometer. I didn't think about it, but this noise did not happen before the wreck (started months after the wreck,
though). Find detailed gas mileage information, insurance. A visual inspection is enough to find out the problem. Actual MPGe will vary. This
product is already in mass production. 2010 TOYOTA PRIUS (2903 Complaints) Top 10 cars with the most recalls filed. Joined Oct 23,
2005 · 4 Posts. Get 2003 Toyota 4Runner values, consumer reviews, safety ratings, and find cars for sale near you. toyota prius codes P0031
p2237 Hi, to all of you toyota prius aficionados )))i got two codes: P0031 and P2237. The Prius mainly relies on two features to optimize
efficiency and reduce emissions: Its engine only runs at an efficient speed and load - In order to reduce emissions, the Prius can accelerate to a
speed of about 15 mph (24 kph) before switching on the gasoline engine. it didnt over heat. i checked and my was wobbling so i parked it.
Premium reconditioned Green Bean hybrid battery for a 2004-2009 Toyota Prius & backed by our Lifetime Unlimited Mileage Warranty. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. It’s coupled to a CVT gearbox which in this case seems to signify constant speed, variable noise
– the revs stay sky-high as the Prius’s pace builds at a frustratingly glacial rate. 1 more than regular Prii. I am wondering how much fan noise is
normal from the passenger rear vent while driving. Select your year to find out more. Competition Toyota is the first to create a five-door
hybrid hatchback and as a result competition is somewhat indirect. 3 out of 5 stars 36 $65. The video to the left shows what each automatic
climate control knob looks like and demonstrates how to operate the settings. Prius (2010-12) :: Loud AC Fan Noise. Grinding noise as you
shift gears. i7 9700, RTX 2060 SUPER OC +165MHz core, +750 mem, 16GB 2666MHz I am in a relatively cold climate with around
freezing temperature air coming in through the window, but the fans (specifically the CPU fan) are still very loud even for lighter loads (35-45
watts, 20-30% usage) and despite the noise the CPU still sits at 70-75 degrees for those situations. Here's how to tweak your routine. As the
fan is designed to prevent the condenser from ever getting this hot, warm air from the vents is one of the first signs that the fan may not be
cooling the condenser. My fan is on almost constantly and it sounds like wind coming in through the rear window but it is actually the fan from
the vent. Engine Noise Problems of Toyota Prius Toyota Prius owners have reported 8 problems related to engine noise (under the engine and
engine cooling category). If that's not. This preventive maintenance is to prevent your HV battery from overheating. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Toyota Prius based on all problems reported for the Prius. The fan is hooked up to the radiator through a
network of various wires that can become prone to corrosion over time, and the radiator can overheat if the fan isn't providing adequate air
circulation when at a stop or standstill if it gets hot enough. Mini Cooper Limousine. I am wondering how much fan noise is normal from the
passenger rear vent while driving. the Prius has been in a wreck. We’re Prius experts, so if you’ve got a Toyota Prius acting up don’t hesitate
to call and make an appointment at (952)426-4798 today! Related posts: Toyota Prius buzz, squish or honk noise when using the brakes
Toyota Prius buzz, squish or honk noise when using the brakes - different repairs depending on year. olathetoyota. This can be caused by
broken fan blades, or a faulty bearing. When you take off and head down the street that all changes. I've heard mixed things about the road
noise-- is it bad? My GF's 2011 BMW X3 (after using a decibel meter app) shows about ~80db with everything shut off on the highway
cruising about ~70. This is a comfortable car, not overtly sporty. After conducting a few experiments I came to the conclusion it was the heat
that was causing it. The first case would be the incredibly loud noise that will be emanating from your Prius as you drive down the road. Joined
Oct 23, 2005 · 4 Posts. One of the common symptoms of a bad outer joint is a clicking noise when accelerating in turns. 3 out of 5 stars 36
$65. This cargo area is deep and wide, making it easy to stow a couple sets of golf clubs or a few carry-on bags. to a hybrid electric Toyota
Prius. Check the bolts and clips to see if they are loose. Quiet around town (bit of wind noise on the freeway coming from the area of the side
view mirrors). . The roof peaks over the front seats and they feel wonderfully roomy. Show this story to every person you know who claims
you can't fix new cars yourself anymore. I have had passengers in the front seat ask what the noise is coming from the rear. Again, these various
engine fan belts and radiator hoses will be damaged especially during high speeds. Every used car for sale comes with a free CARFAX Report.
And hybrid fans aren’t left out: Toyota offers the Prius with it, called AWD-e, because the magic is. Our old prius was noisy, and this new one
also has a lot of road noise. Now a car is basically a generator on wheels, with a steady supply of fuel; it can power an inverter feeding off the
12 volts DC (direct current) generated by the alternator. SteveJH · Registered. Yes, it may be polarising and some may even call it futuristic
and sporty, but it is certainly not a design that one can get used to easily. And it was the blower. Prius Rattling Noise. Our technicians tell us



that keeping the cooling fan clear of debris will help keep this fault code from setting and also may prolong the life of the hybrid battery. The
Prius is an amazingly well-engineered vehicle, but like any other car, the battery can be its Achilles' heel. MY CAR WAS TURNED OFF. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. The A/C won't work properly, and may not cool the car. Explore the official 2021 Toyota Prius
site. Since the fan was running hard we cleaned fan and filters. I can no longer drive either one of my Prius cars safely. Note any knocking or
clanking, as this general noise means something. Actual mpg will vary based on driving habits, weather, temperature and road/traffic conditions.
We can often rebuild your Prius hybrid battery for $399. However, if you know what some of the most frequent caused of engine vibration are,
you can not only avoid too much stress and worry, you can know how to explain the problem and symptoms to a car mechanic when the time
comes to correct the problem. This car has 128,000 miles. never checked) the. Porsche Limousine. I have a 2013 Prius with 41K Miles. Also,
get recall information on car seats, tires and equipment. Installed hybrid batteries displaying trouble codes for cell block imbalance and
temperature can be solved in a few steps. Premium reconditioned Green Bean hybrid battery for a 2004-2009 Toyota Prius & backed by our
Lifetime Unlimited Mileage Warranty. I test drive a few hyundai sonata hybrids (2014-2015) and got around the same. SteveJH · Registered.
A bad transmission often will kick violently when trying to change gears. Has anyone experienced this on their Prius? I have an 8 month old
2013 Prius. It is the same noise I hear when I open my car door, like the hybrid battery is warming up. Prius - All Models : Click Noise From
Rear While Driving : 196632 : 10/5/2016 : 2016 : Toyota : Prius - All Models : Click Noise From Rear While Driving : 197840 : 1/26/2017 :
2016 : Toyota : Prius - All Models : Buzzing Noise From LH Side Under Dash : 198799 : 3/2/2017 : 2015 : Toyota : Prius - All Models : Rear
Wheel Opening Extension Pad. This company is not yet accredited. 8:1, Forged Rods, Crower Cams. The cooling fan motor may overheat.
Live better. The recent introduction of the larger Prius v and now the Prius Plug-in Hybrid brings this eco-focused model range to four distinct
vehicles, including the Prius c, which will debut in 2012. Our old prius was noisy, and this new one also has a lot of road noise. Failing catalytic.
If you are a first-time visitor, I would like to wish you welcome to Elevating Sound – a site dedicated to the world of sound. , NC (2015
Toyota Prius V). One of the telltale signs of a suspension system that requires service is unusual noise. More than a car, it is a lifestyle and a
movement that has been changing people since 1997. Toyota debuted the third generation Prius (2010 US model year) at the January 2009
North American International Auto Show , [6] and sales began in Japan on May 18, 2009. Prius rattling noise You might have heard the gas
engine shut down, if there was a slight vibration (as sometimes happens when the gas engine shuts down) that might have been it. Reason for
Car Making Humming Noise When Accelerating Tsukasa Azuma Jan 15, 2021 0. Weak and noisy when using gas mode. Mini Cooper
Limousine. Hm, not a fan. If you are a first-time visitor, I would like to wish you welcome to Elevating Sound – a site dedicated to the world of
sound. AC Blower Motor with Fan Cage 2010-2015 Toyota Prius Replaces 87103-02210 2012-2017 Toyota Prius V 700249 Fit For
2009-2018 Toyota Corolla. If your hybrid battery temps are a little hotter than they should be, or if you have a CEL for the hybrid battery fan,
it's possible that your fan is clogged. I have had passengers in the front seat ask what the noise is coming from the rear. These belts hold the
engine together and keep the entire car running properly, so the loss of one greatly harms the function of the rest of the machine. The dealer
wanted $4,400 to fix his Toyota hybrid. So Toyota has gone and made it louder. If I have time I’ll go back and insert the results from the last
few years but it may take a while. This company is not yet accredited. The Prius is an amazingly well-engineered vehicle, but like any other car,
the battery can be its Achilles' heel. It is the only car I have ever kept until the loan was paid off, and even then I was in. The Prius' sheet metal
is designed to cheat the wind, with sharp-edged creases and flush glass panels. Southeast Toyota Distributors, LLC (SET) is the world's largest
independent distributor of Toyotas. -best 50 mpg (50 city, 49 highway), confirmed on a Toyota-designed test loop where the Prius easily
achieved 52 mpg (notably, on the same loop. Although the new Prius continues to employ bread-and-butter suspensions, its ride quality is
markedly improved, thanks to the fine tuning, stronger chassis and better sound deadening. " The volume is no. I am a current BMW expert on
here. Again, these various engine fan belts and radiator hoses will be damaged especially during high speeds. The fan helps keeps the radiator
cool when the vehicle is not in motion. This car has 128,000 miles. Hear noise when fan is operating. The much larger traction battery actually
starts up the engine when needed. According to CarComplaints. The interior is also incredibly cozy, so make sure it stays that way by replacing
your Toyota Prius A/C blower motor with a durable component from AutoZone when your current one wears out. A loose or damaged engine
fan can also be the reason for engine ticking or tapping noise. You may notice excessive battery cooling fan noise as the system attempts to
protect the battery. However, if you know what some of the most frequent caused of engine vibration are, you can not only avoid too much
stress and worry, you can know how to explain the problem and symptoms to a car mechanic when the time comes to correct the problem. On
the roll, there is far less tire and suspension noise heard in the cabin. The real thing to keep fingers crossed for - hope you didn't shear the head
off one (or more) of the screws that hold the pan on. Model year 2012-2015 Prius Plug-in Hybrids recalled 11/30/2017. Yeah not a fan of
DEALERS- all the louisiana dealers i have dealt with sine 1975- have been thieves Including one in 1979 who sold me a little toyota truck as
NEW- when it actually had 10,000 miles on it-the blond saleswoman distracted me soooo much I never noticed the odometer until I got it
home- 28 yo male=DUMB. My prius that I got about 1 1/2 years ago (2013 model) was making some noise. The HV battery, or EV as it can
be referenced, is 207. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Toyota Prius based on all problems reported for the Prius. I
bought my Prius brand new from a dealership in Waterford, MI in the fall of 2005. Under the Dome: Incandescence. Prius' artificial engine
noise demonstrated, explained The Toyota Prius V is quiet, too quiet for pedestrians to hear. Nissan's device, which will be fitted as standard,
will operate only when the car is driving at speeds of up to 19mph - after which electric and hybrid cars make enough noise - mainly from their.
Other disappointments with the Prius include road noise, which is far too intrusive, and wind noise, although it’s not quite as bad. Appreciate
any useful feedback as typically its out of warranty. Oh, and the steering still feels dead, but that’s probably. Its cabin materials look and feel
great as well, and many surfaces have a soft-touch to them. It is the same noise I hear when I open my car door, like the hybrid battery is
warming up. Unfortunately, the noise was back. Your Toyota Prius is a solid hybrid car. However, if you know what some of the most frequent
caused of engine vibration are, you can not only avoid too much stress and worry, you can know how to explain the problem and symptoms to
a car mechanic when the time comes to correct the problem. New 2021 Toyota Highlander, SUV, from Reliable Toyota in Springfield, MO,
65809 For Sale. It doesn't go fast, it's not ultra-luxurious and it. What causes the noise: Intermittent or constant squealing points to a misaligned
or worn fan belt. The third generation Prius is an all new platform, and has sporty aspirations. If this muffler is affected, the noise coming from
your car will as well be affected. In all the whingeing we’ve been doing about the Prius Plug-in. Locate the sway bar and inspect the bushing.
This is the first post in Elevating Sound’s newly launched Quiet Cars section – a section that will be dedicated to covering the ins and outs of
quiet motoring and the quest to reduce cabin noise. Our old prius was noisy, and this new one also has a lot of road noise. Hi, Yota guys. Shop
for Window Visors at Walmart. Drive Motor Battery Pack Cooling Fan Assembly. It makes a weird Zoom sound, but louder than my previous
cars and my wife's car. The HV battery, or EV as it can be referenced, is 207. ' Usually can reset by turning lights off then on. i checked and



my was wobbling so i parked it. Cooling for the Toyota Prius is done with simple air flow from a squirrel cage type fan capable of drawing
about 6 amps for ample air flow. Prius Battery cooling Fan Service. If I have time I’ll go back and insert the results from the last few years but
it may take a while. olathetoyota. Save money on Used 2014 Toyota Prius Hatchback models near you. Yes the Prius is much quieter sitting at
a stop light than the VW TDI. I bought a used 2011 Prius (~35k miles) about a month and a half ago and just recently I've started getting a
loud noise coming from the back seat. This product is already in mass production. If allowed to accumulate, over time, the fan will eventually be
completely clogged, preventing the fan from cooling the battery effectively. Toyota recalls Prius and Prius v vehicles The vehicle could lose
power and stall. It can take a bit of time to move the car up to speed, and the engine makes a lot of noise trying to get there. The hybrid battery
cooling fan may become restricted, resulting in illumination of the Check Engine Light and an associated fault code p0A82. Now you should be
able to spin the fan without the motor making any noise. It sounds as if I have a bold spot on a tire and is very faint. Many hated the. If you are
a first-time visitor, I would like to wish you welcome to Elevating Sound – a site dedicated to the world of sound. How to Fix Your Car
Exhaust, Without Welding or Power Tools. The Eco-conscious vehicle was a massive shock to the automotive industry. A visual inspection is
enough to find out the problem. A loose or damaged engine fan can also be the reason for engine ticking or tapping noise. Cars are noisy after
shutdown - the more you listen, the more you will hear. The Prius has proven itself to be a reliable, affordable vehicle in the used market.
Colbert, D. Joined Oct 23, 2005 · 4 Posts. And no, I am no fan of its styling, either, but I applaud the sustainability standard it sets for the rest
of the auto industry. My car has only ever been serviced at the dealer or by myself. When I put the car in park and get out, it seems to me the
a/c is quite noisy, the compressor makes more noise than the ICE.Prius Fan Noise I have had passengers in the front seat ask what the noise is
coming from the rear. Reader Question My 2004 Toyota Prius makes a loud screaming noise from the engine compartment after shut off for 5-
30 seconds (about 50-70% of the time) and sometimes after starting for 5-10 seconds (about 3% of the time). I started my car, and then
turned it off. Do not confuse deteriorated sway bar bushing noise from surrounding suspension noises. For more information on mpg, please see
www. I have 22k miles on my 08 expedition and it started making that whining noise when under acceleration that sounds like that noise
coming from the radio! The noise is also present while on Park when i step on the gas. The worst complaints are engine, electrical, and steering
problems. Toyota is recalling about 267,000 model year 2013-2015 Prius and model year 2014-2017 Prius vehicles. Toyota Prius Prime
Repair Manuals. Lowest Price Side Window Vents Guarantee. This noise is trying to tell you there is a problem which if neglected could lead
to a breakdown. The dealer wanted $4,400 to fix his Toyota hybrid. 8:1, Forged Rods, Crower Cams. The company has previously used the
music from Dragon Quest and Monster Hunter in its TV. One of the big selling points for the Toyota Prius is its ability to. Powered with an
energy-saving DC motor which means they’re stabler and there’s less chance for noise and wobble. AC Heater Blower Motor Fan Cage for
Toyota 09-14 COROLLA MATRIX RAV4 TYC:700230 (Fits: 2014 Toyota Corolla) 5 out of 5 stars (2) 2 product ratings - AC Heater
Blower Motor Fan Cage for Toyota 09-14 COROLLA MATRIX RAV4 TYC:700230. This is a problem for vehicles with manual
transmission. Prius climate control fan doesn't blow check for fuse compartament and look under cluster controls or interior climate controls see
if any of them are burn out, check for blower fan and test motor or replace motor. As a soccer fan and Prius owner, Mr. It should increase in
frequency and volume the worse it is, and the faster you. The fan can be adjusted to run at different speeds, according to need. photo by Matt
Wright, 2012 Those little lines on the rear window are made of conductive paint applied directly to the glass, making the defroster compact and
durable. My fan is on almost constantly and it sounds like wind coming in through the rear window but it is actually the fan from the vent. If you
notice reduced airflow through your heating, ventilation and air conditioning system as well as more noise, it's time to replace your cabin air
filter. I have had passengers in the front seat ask what the noise is coming from the rear. Save money on Used 2014 Toyota Prius Hatchback
models near you. Despite the Gen1s battery issues, it has been rare to see one fail sooner than 100,000 miles — this is pretty good in my
opinion, especially when you consider that the Prius is the first hybrid that sold at such a high volume. Bmw 2000 driving good but i heard
sqeekie noise n my fan loose. Earlier symptoms include parts that are simply not working, from engine parts to belts and hoses. 2005 Prius
Noisy engine, sounds like it needs valve adjustment. If this seems to be the problem, be sure to check your owner’s manual for instructions on
replacing the battery. photo by Matt Wright, 2012 Those little lines on the rear window are made of conductive paint applied directly to the
glass, making the defroster compact and durable. After I've been driving for a longer trip, 30 minutes or more, the engine makes a weird
buzzing noise for about 20 to 30 seconds after being turned off. Noise, vibration and harshness are not excessive due to a. Prius layout Move
your mouse over the parts for a 3-D view. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Toyota Prius based on all problems
reported for the Prius. 2010 TOYOTA PRIUS (2903 Complaints) Top 10 cars with the most recalls filed. When I first start the car, I hear a
couple short chirps or grinding noises. Live better. When a chirping noise is detected locate the area of the car it's being generated from. My
fan is on almost constantly and it sounds like wind coming in through the rear window but it is actually the fan from the vent. Problem solved,
right? Sorry pal. Favorite This. I have 22k miles on my 08 expedition and it started making that whining noise when under acceleration that
sounds like that noise coming from the radio! The noise is also present while on Park when i step on the gas. My mom says I'm wrong about
the sound and that it does get louder the faster I get. Under the Dome: Incandescence. Installed hybrid batteries displaying trouble codes for
cell block imbalance and temperature can be solved in a few steps. Call 800-298-8924 to get Expert Service ordering a Roof Rack for your
2008 Toyota Prius. 2004 Toyota Prius Make a Weird Noise. The function of the muffler is to reduce the noise level of the engine. Unchanged
this year, the 2015 Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid isn’t as popular as rivals such as the Nissan Leaf or Chevrolet Volt, but it does offer an
alternative for die-hard Prius fans who aren’t ready to give up the hatchback’s familiar shape and practical. 2004 Toyota Prius Make a Weird
Noise. Central air conditioners are relatively quiet. Once I turn the car off the fan shuts off. ” At the end of the two days, 206 Prius-related
records were established. Problem with your Toyota Prius? Our list of 12 known complaints reported by owners can help you fix your Toyota
Prius. When shifting from R to D, it does not engage in D, and slips back to R. Powered with an energy-saving DC motor which means they’re
stabler and there’s less chance for noise and wobble. the road noise and the fan noise are objectional" THOMAS B. When I turn on the car I
can hear the Air Conditioner Fan (my opinion) a bit louder than normal. When purchasing your unit, check with the personnel whether the
compressor and fans used are DC type before making a decision of buying the air conditioner or heatpump. The Toyota Prius is the first mass-
produced hybrid automobile. Yes the Prius is much quieter sitting at a stop light than the VW TDI. Though the Prius almost never runs the fan
at full speed. The sensible Prius has always been about efficiency and low running costs. If your Toyota Prius is making an intermittent noise like
this, it may be a bad ABS Actuator and Pump assembly! CVT fluid flush and battery traction fan cleaning. When I put the car in park and get
out, it seems to me the a/c is quite noisy, the compressor makes more noise than the ICE. 174k miles. The Prius' sheet metal is designed to
cheat the wind, with sharp-edged creases and flush glass panels. I can also feel it faintly through the steering wheel. Problem with your Toyota
Prius? Our list of 12 known complaints reported by owners can help you fix your Toyota Prius. Car is making a noise Inspection Estimate for



Toyota Prius Toyota Prius Car is making a noise Inspection costs $85 on average. A visual inspection is enough to find out the problem. The
fan is hooked up to the radiator through a network of various wires that can become prone to corrosion over time, and the radiator can
overheat if the fan isn't providing adequate air circulation when at a stop or standstill if it gets hot enough. Lift the vehicle with a floor jack and
safely place the vehicle on a jack stand. Sketch courtesy Carson Dunlop Associates, a Toronto home inspection, education, & report writing
tool company. Read more Toyota reviews to. If the later is the case, read on. market only the Prius Two, Three, Four and Five were offered.
For a second or two, then got louder, more often and lasted longer. Then it fell off. How can I get a quote for my damaged car instantly?.
Engine-driven fans are often regulated by a fan clutch from the drivebelt, which slips and reduces the fan speed at low temperatures. More than
a car, it is a lifestyle and a movement that has been changing people since 1997. Its overall PainRank ™ of 26. So depending on your mood,
the Prius is normally driven in either Power or Eco mode. How to Clean Mass Air Flow Sensor with Alcohol. AC Heater Blower Motor Fan
Cage for Toyota 09-14 COROLLA MATRIX RAV4 TYC:700230 (Fits: 2014 Toyota Corolla) 5 out of 5 stars (2) 2 product ratings - AC
Heater Blower Motor Fan Cage for Toyota 09-14 COROLLA MATRIX RAV4 TYC:700230. PetarB on Six Stories for Fans of Beautiful
Australian Gothic 14 mins ago;. the Prius has been in a wreck. Nice Blizzard Pearl color, great for my climate. I have a 2012 Prius V station
wagon and randomly when working in the garage I hear the car's rear fan?? come on and not shut off. It doesn't sound like a cooling fan.
Toyota Prius V Noise from engine or exhaust Inspection costs $85 on average. Most noticeable the battery cooling fan run permanently (non
stop). The clicking noise could be related to the bigger problem with the abs/vsc actuator, this is a kind of common problem on the prius
models, the actuator should be replaced, this is a very expensive part (around $2000) for the part only, while the warning light is on the traction
control and abs are disabled, it will still brake normally. Anyone know what this is?. Yesterday, I wrote about Toyota allegedly cranking up
Japanese production of its new Aqua a. The Prius has no clutch, no hydraulic coupling, no. Two problems related to loud engine noise have
been reported for the 2010 Toyota Prius. The engine fires up after just a few feet, and its noise-generated through a wide spread of
frequencies-rises. Cars with roller rockers in their valve trains, for instance, emit some ticking noise; and fuel-injected vehicles also produce
slightly audible clicks from the injectors [source: 2CarPros. Earlier symptoms include parts that are simply not working, from engine parts to
belts and hoses. Prius Transmission generator (MG1) The small electric motor / generator (MG1) is an AC synchronous brushless AC motor.
Our technicians tell us that keeping the cooling fan clear of debris will help keep this fault code from setting and also may prolong the life of the
hybrid battery. I have had passengers in the front seat ask what the noise is coming from the rear. My fan is on almost constantly and it sounds
like wind coming in through the rear window but it is actually the fan from the vent. 2003 Prius - 5 days ago: High pitched noise, ABS &
BRAKE lights on for over 20 minutes; went away, now they come on for about a minute when I start the car, then it goes away. 6-inch
touchscreen. The Prius has no clutch, no hydraulic coupling, no. I bought a used 2011 Prius (~35k miles) about a month and a half ago and just
recently I've started getting a loud noise coming from the back seat. I have a 2013 Prius with 41K Miles. On 2 occasions when I went in my
garage at home I heard the car humming from the center/rear (not under the hood). We will also learn how the height of …. 63000 mi: Prius
HID headlamps, primarily driver's side, unexpectedly shut off while lights are turned to 'on. Get 2003 Toyota 4Runner values, consumer
reviews, safety ratings, and find cars for sale near you. The lithium-ion battery offers a capacity of 8. I am a current BMW expert on here. Save
money. We compare design, practicality, price, features, engine, transmission, fuel consumption, driving, safety & ownership of both models
and give you our expert verdict. photo by Matt Wright, 2012 Those little lines on the rear window are made of conductive paint applied
directly to the glass, making the defroster compact and durable. SteveJH · Registered. It doesn't go fast, it's not ultra-luxurious and it. On my
Prius when the battery was finished the car did not stop, did not require a tow truck. If your new 2016 Toyota Prius still won’t start, your key
fob may have a low battery. Find detailed gas mileage information, insurance. You may also be experiencing some issues with your steering
system, such as when there is a leak or when the power steering pump is faulty. photo by Matt Wright, 2012 Those little lines on the rear
window are made of conductive paint applied directly to the glass, making the defroster compact and durable. The third generation Prius is an
all new platform, and has sporty aspirations. The company has previously used the music from Dragon Quest and Monster Hunter in its TV.
2020 Prius Prime EPA-estimated 133 combined MPGe when fully charged. Grinding noise as you shift gears. I love the Toyota Prius. whats ur
opoion Jose martinez 2000 bmw was driving goog but i heard noise. 2018 TOYOTA PRIUS Our Smart Search accepts the following: Year,
Make, Model followed by the part type Example: 2010 Ford F-150 Air Filter; Part number. I had always heard that a Prius did better in city
driving than on the highway, so I was prepared to get less than the 40-plus mpg I was averaging in the city. It is the same noise I hear when I
open my car door, like the hybrid battery is warming up. ' Usually can reset by turning lights off then on. Toyota, and the Prius, both win
awards over and over again. In fact the fan isn't even powered until the battery temperature reaches ?96°F and doesn't attempt to cool
aggressively by speeding up the fan until the temperature is well above ?120°F. As a rule of thumb: Red warning lights need immediate action. I
can no longer drive either one of my Prius cars safely. But, when I've got the windows down, you can hear it pretty good. But what puts the
Prime at the very top of the Prius heap is its plug-in hardware. The Prius has no clutch, no hydraulic coupling, no. It could also be something
interfering with the fan blades - something like a block heater cord. When it comes time for liberals and hippies to buy a new car, there's only.
View 9 Replies. fans, belts, hoses, thermostat, radiator, heater core, cap, etc. Power: 25 Kw (34 hp) at 10,000 rpm. Part motorcycle, part
limousine, this unusual vehicle must be seen to be believed. Jump to Latest Follow 1 - 7 of 7 Posts. The Eco-conscious vehicle was a massive
shock to the automotive industry. Then all of a sudden it started blowing full blast, while the recirc, ac, rear defrost button lights all came on and
were flashingthen it all turned off - 1996-2000 Honda Civic. See what's new in electric and hybrid cars and read about issues surrounding
traffic, emissions, infrastructure, and the internal combustion engine. Toyota Prius owners have reported 2 problems related to transmission
noise (under the power train category). The Prius v is built on the same Toyota MC platform as the regular Prius, with a Macpherson-strut front
suspension and torsion-beam rear. I am working on a 2005 Toyota Prius, Vin JTDKB20U350123784. Acceleration is very good thanks to
the electric motor's great torque, and the Prius is deceptively quick, as there is little of the engine noise that normally cues a driver to vehicle
speed. Hm, not a fan. Fan speed control Climate control OFF Temperature selector Seat heaters (if equipped) Push Push Driver seat Front
passenger seat Moonroof (if equipped) Sliding operation Tilting operation Recommended open position to minimize wind noise. Check the
bolts and clips to see if they are loose. The clicking noise could be related to the bigger problem with the abs/vsc actuator, this is a kind of
common problem on the prius models, the actuator should be replaced, this is a very expensive part (around $2000) for the part only, while the
warning light is on the traction control and abs are disabled, it will still brake normally. Think of it as a cross between the Prius's gasoline-
electric hybrid powerplant and a compact four-door hatchback like the Toyota Yaris. Maynard at our Prius Diary discussion board on
Facebook. The Hybrid Synergy Drive is made by a 1. New 2021 Toyota Highlander, SUV, from Reliable Toyota in Springfield, MO, 65809
For Sale. These belts hold the engine together and keep the entire car running properly, so the loss of one greatly harms the function of the rest



of the machine. probably what you hearing is the coolant returning to the reservoir on it,it will make slight noise for few minutes on those,we
own one and it does this when the temperature is hot outside,some times the cooling fan will run for a minute on it also,but most of the time ours
makes this noise from the coolant returning to the reservoir bottle,raise the hood and see if that isn't it,good luck. Model year 2019 Ford
Rangers recalled 12/5/2019. Earlier symptoms include parts that are simply not working, from engine parts to belts and hoses. yeh kya masla
ho sakta ha? OBD scan bhe karwaya ha, us mai bhe koi. Two problems related to loud engine noise have been reported for the 2010 Toyota
Prius. Hear noise when fan is operating. It crisply tracks corners and keeps road noise at bay. View our consumer ratings and reviews of the
2016 Prius, and see what other people are saying about the vehicle in. SteveJH · Registered. mere pas prius 2011 model ha, recently us mai
engine oil change karwaya ab issue yeh ha k us mai engine oil kam ho raha ha. On the way back home it seemed much better and on a longer
100 mile drive yesterday, it only made a very slight noise over the roughest surfaces, the worst being about half a mile from. 5 gallon tank of
gasoline. 5 gallon tank of gasoline. Although the new Prius continues to employ bread-and-butter suspensions, its ride quality is markedly
improved, thanks to the fine tuning, stronger chassis and better sound deadening. The humming starts off with a lower tone (almost like a small
plane flying overhead) and gets louder at certain speeds (35-40mph; 55-65 mph). Toyota’s answer is the Prius Plug-in Hybrid, a hatchback
that offers an electric motor and a range-extending gasoline engine. Cars are noisy after shutdown - the more you listen, the more you will hear.
The A/C won't work properly, and may not cool the car. As shocks and bushings wear, they lose their ability to properly support the strut.
Prius climate control fan doesn't blow check for fuse compartament and look under cluster controls or interior climate controls see if any of
them are burn out, check for blower fan and test motor or replace motor. This same issue is happening on my 2010 Prius with 250,000 miles.
Premium reconditioned Green Bean hybrid battery for a 2004-2009 Toyota Prius & backed by our Lifetime Unlimited Mileage Warranty.
noisy prius.. Testing the new Prius in the desert hills around Tucson, I came to a realization I'm still only half-comfortable with: I actually like this
car. 8-liter four-cylinder coupled to Toyota's hybrid systems. The car can drive solely on electric, up to about 25 mph typically, and the engine
is now quieter when it kicks in. In many cases, those unfamiliar noises can be a sign of trouble brewing. Longer items fit nicely as well, thanks to
the 60/40-split-folding rear seats. The Japanese version of the Prius has been rated at 66 mpg, with a range of up to 850 miles from a 13.
Toyota Prius owners have reported 2 problems related to transmission noise (under the power train category). I bought a used 2011 Prius
(~35k miles) about a month and a half ago and just recently I've started getting a loud noise coming from the back seat. Engine-driven fans are
often regulated by a fan clutch from the drivebelt, which slips and reduces the fan speed at low temperatures. When it comes time for liberals
and hippies to buy a new car, there's only. View 4 Replies Similar Messages:. fans, belts, hoses, thermostat, radiator, heater core, cap, etc. Get
2003 Toyota 4Runner values, consumer reviews, safety ratings, and find cars for sale near you. If you hear a hissing noise from under the
dashboard that changes when you press or release the brake pedal area, it most likely is a brake booster that is failing. The Eco-conscious
vehicle was a massive shock to the automotive industry. Prius - All Models : Click Noise From Rear While Driving : 196632 : 10/5/2016 :
2016 : Toyota : Prius - All Models : Click Noise From Rear While Driving : 197840 : 1/26/2017 : 2016 : Toyota : Prius - All Models : Buzzing
Noise From LH Side Under Dash : 198799 : 3/2/2017 : 2015 : Toyota : Prius - All Models : Rear Wheel Opening Extension Pad. The Prius /
generator (MG1) in the Prius has two functions : The first function is to generate electrical energy for the battery, …. It’s not a ticking or hard
knocking noise. ) Using the same method, measure the voltage drop between the alternator case and battery B-, and also measure between
battery B- and the body. The contoured dash looks particularly handsome with its 2-tone panels. The Prius is an amazingly well-engineered
vehicle, but like any other car, the battery can be its Achilles' heel. The Hybrid Synergy Drive is made by a 1. This noise is trying to tell you
there is a problem which if neglected could lead to a breakdown. Dealer admitted problem is recognized by Toyota as a chronic Prius problem,
but there's no reliable fix. [46] Toyota cut the price of the Prius from ¥2. The Toyota Prius is the first mass-produced hybrid automobile. I
didn't think about it, but this noise did not happen before the wreck (started months after the wreck, though). The most recently reported issues
are listed below. I've heard mixed things about the road noise-- is it bad? My GF's 2011 BMW X3 (after using a decibel meter app) shows
about ~80db with everything shut off on the highway cruising about ~70. I put my hand up to the vent and it felt as if air was being sucked in! I
continued driving and after 5-10 minutes it shut off. The maximum engine / generator speed is 10,000 rpm. Weak and noisy when using gas
mode. Research before you buy or lease a new Toyota car, truck, minivan, or SUV with expert ratings, in-depth reviews, and competitor
comparisons of 2019-2022 models. , GA (2015 Toyota Prius). 5-liter I-4. Hi, Yota guys. The most common problem when it comes to a car
that shuts off while driving is a defective crankshaft position sensor. At that moment, a bad transmission can cause the car to jerk, and that
could be accompanied by a loud "slamming. The real thing to keep fingers crossed for - hope you didn't shear the head off one (or more) of the
screws that hold the pan on. Again, these various engine fan belts and radiator hoses will be damaged especially during high speeds. The
sensible Prius has always been about efficiency and low running costs. Every used car for sale comes with a free CARFAX Report. I can no
longer drive either one of my Prius cars safely. I bought a used 2011 Prius (~35k miles) about a month and a half ago and just recently I've
started getting a loud noise coming from the back seat. Grady Hendrix. Hi, Yota guys. After I've been driving for a longer trip, 30 minutes or
more, the engine makes a weird buzzing noise for about 20 to 30 seconds after being turned off. You may notice excessive battery cooling fan
noise as the system attempts to protect the battery. If the A/C filter is bad, the ventilation will be weak, the air flow will decrease, and the noise
of the flow will increase. Later you jump in your Prius to drive home, and you hear it, the noise no Prius owner wants to hear. whats ur opoion
Jose martinez 2000 bmw was driving goog but i heard noise
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